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Additional 10 minutes will be allotted to fill up information on the OMR Sheet, before
the start of the exam.
Fill in all the mandatory fields clearly on the OMR Sheet.
There are multiple sections in the question paper. Question in these sections are 1
mark each.
There is no negative marking. The use of a calculator is not permitted.
There is only ONE correct option to a given question.
Use HB Pencil or Blue / Black ball point pen only for marking the correct choice of
answers on the OMR Sheet.
Rough work is to be done in the space provided in the test booklet. Extra plain sheet
may be provided by the school for the rough work.
The OMR Sheet is to be handed over to the invigilator at the end of the exam.
No candidate is allowed to carry any textual material, printed or written, bits of paper,
any electronic device, etc. inside the examination hall.
The use of unfair means may result in the cancellation of the exam. Any such
instances may be reported at +91-98182-94134 or info@crestolympiads.com

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO
FILL IN THE DETAILS
Student Name: _____________________________________________
Class: _________Section: ____________________________________
Enrollment No: _____________________________________________

Spell Bee - Winter (Each Question is 1 Mark)
Section name for questions 1-8: Word
Champ

6. Choose the correct word for the blank
in the given sentence:
The prisoner __________ from his jail
cell, chiseling his way out of the
building and hopping over the fence.

1. Choose the correct option to make a
meaningful word:
Alime_ _ _ _ _
a. ntion
c. ntery

a. hasten
c. rushed

b. ntory
d. ntary

7. Choose the true statement/s:
1. Toucan is a tropical American bird
that is black with some areas of very
bright feathers.
2. Swivel is a device used to connect
two parts of an object together,
allowing one part to turn around
without moving the other
3. The trombone is a bone found in
human body.

2. Choose the correct option to make a
meaningful word:
Accele_ _ _ _ _
a. rator
c. reter

b. rater
d. ratro

3. In which option are the given words
arranged in alphabetical order?
1. concession
2. conclusion
3. condensation
a. 321
c. 123

a.
b.
c.
d.

b. 231
d. 213

a. proceed
c. approach

a. communication b. communicate
c. communicating d. communicable

b. 132
d. 123

5. Choose the correct word for the blank
in the given sentence: Fascinate
The hunter tried to ____________ the
deer quietly so he would not scare it
away.

Section name for questions 9-14: Spell
Spies
9. Choose the incorrectly spelt word:
a. Exposure
c. Exclaimation

b. escape
d. arrive
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1 and 3
1 and 2
only 3
all three are true

8. Choose the word that will fit in the
blank:
Cancer is not a _______ disease, and
someone who had it cannot pass it on
to another person.

4. In which option are the given words
arranged in alphabetical order?
1. descent
2. desperate
3. designer
a. 321
c. 231

b. concealed
d. escaped

b. Fascinate
d. Exclusive

10. Choose the incorrectly spelt word:
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a. Flammable
c. Grapple

b. Horizantal
d. Garnish

a. Leisure
c. Require

11. Choose the misspelt words in the given
sentence:
An identifcation number is used by the
librarien to link books to the person
who checks them out.
a.
b.
c.
d.

16. Which of the options rhymes with the
word in bold?
A few years ago, the queen celebrated
her fifty-year reign as the monarch of
her country.

Identifcation, librarien
Checks, identifcation
Person, number
Number, librarien

a. Hairpin
c. Aspirin

Backyard, raked
Raked, childern
Childern, foliege
Backyard, foliege

a. Pedigree
c. Treasure

18. Choose the option in which both the
blanks can be filled with the same
letter:
a. aerob_ _s
c. a_ _ordion

cautious: careless
amature: professional
cheap: expensive
ancient: modern

a. ca_ _py
c. de_ _ent

dilegent: lazy
forward: backward
legal: illegal
healthy: sick

b. conden_ _tion
d. a_ _elerator

20. Choose the correct option to make a
meaningful word:
Counter_ _ _ _
a. feit
c. fiet

Section name for questions 15-17: Sound
Check

b. fate
d. feet

21. Choose the correct option to make a
meaningful word:
Lime_ _ _ _

15. Which of the following words does not
rhyme with the given word?
Procedure
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b. as_ _me
d. beve_ _ge

19. Choose the option in which both the
blanks can be filled with the same
letter:

14. Choose the pair which has a spelling
error:
a.
b.
c.
d.

b. Culture
d. Software

Section name for questions 18-25:
Spellacadabra

13. Choose the pair which has a spelling
error:
a.
b.
c.
d.

b. Origin
d. Rain

17. Choose the correct option:
In which word is ‘re’ pronounced
differently?

12. Choose the misspelt words in the given
sentence:
As childern, my sister and I often raked
the foliege in the backyard just so we
could dive into the piles of leaves.
a.
b.
c.
d.

b. Furniture
d. Teacher
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a. sson
c. rick

b. cous
d. tion

a. 2 4 6 1 5 3
c. 6 4 2 1 3 5

22. Choose the option in which the
following letters will fit in the given
order:
i, i, i

28. Choose the correct sequence of the
jumbled letters to form a meaningful
word:
EHLOIST
1234567

a. _dent_f_cation b. _mm_d_ate
c. _n_qual_ty
d. _nform_t_ve

a. 5 3 4 2 1 7 6
c. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

23. Choose the option in which the
following letters will fit in the given
order:
e, i
a. a_r_bics
c. an_em_a

b. ant_qu_
d. amn_s_a

a.
b.
c.
d.

b. Counterefeit
d. Immediate

b. Pendullum
d. Immunity

A large african animal
An extinct animal
A tropical American bird
An attracitve bird found in Asia

30. What is the meaning of the word that
can be formed from the given letters?
sunualu
a.
b.
c.
d.

25. From which option does a letter need
to be removed to make a meaningful
word?
a. Referee
c. Occupation

b. 7 4 6 3 5 2 1
d. 2 4 6 7 5 3 1

29. What is the meaning of the word that
can be formed from the given letters?
ncoaut

24. From which option does a letter need
to be removed to make a meaningful
word?
a. Concession
c. Flammable

b. 6 5 4 3 2 1
d. 4 2 5 6 3 1

Very common and mundane
Similar to something else
Achieved by hard work
Different from what is usual or
normal

Section name for questions 31-33:
Pictospell

Section name for questions 26-30: Jumble
Tumble

31. Choose the most appropriate word for
the given image:

26. Which option has letters that you can
rearrange to form the name of a bird?
a. nenelf
c. olfnca

b. elbmuf
d. duhrel

27. Choose the correct sequence of the
jumbled letters to form a meaningful
word:
IMEACL
123456
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a. Slope
c. Hills

b. Vegetation
d. Grass

32. Choose the most appropriate word for
the given image:
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absnce, acceleratr, allownce, alimentry,
amnsia
a. 3
c. 4
a. Ocean
c. Tsunami

b. Tide
d. Beach

37. How many meaningful words can you
make by adding an 'o' to the following
(without changing the order of the
letters)?
canpy, colandr, concssion, cruisr,
diabtes

33. Choose the option which is the
synonym of what the image shows:

a. 1
c. 3

a. Wealth
c. Elderly

b. Poverty
d. Health

a. 1
c. 4

34. Find out the number of misspelt words
in the given set of words and multiply
the answer by '2'.
memorable, pamphlett, platipus,
prophecy, protractor, boycott

a. 6
c. 4

a. 5
c. 0

b. 2
d. 1

Section name for questions 40-43: Spellprobe
40. Choose the meaning of the word that
will be formed by adding ‘o’ and ‘i' to
one of the following:
1. Anc_st_r
2. Anx_o_s
3. Pr_h_bit
4. Pr_c_aim

b. 10
d. 8

36. How many meaningful words can you
make by adding an 'e' to the following
(without changing the order of the
letters)?
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b. 3
d. 2

39. Find out the number of misspelt words
in the sentence:
I consider myself a bargain scavenger
because I am constantly on the lookout
for deals.

b. 6
d. 8

35. Find out the number of correctly spelt
words in the given set of words and
multiply the answer by '2'.
punctuation, origano, luxurious, folige,
enriching, culinary

b. 2
d. 4

38. Find out the number of misspelt words
in the sentence:
Due to hunderds of complaints, a
specilist in manufacturing was invited
to answer any questions posed by the
customers.

Section name for questions 34-39: Word
Tally

a. 2
c. 4

b. 2
d. 1
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a. Announce officially or publicly
b. Forbid someone from doing
something
c. Very eager or concerned to do
something
d. An early type of animal or plant
from which others have evolved
41. Choose the meaning of the word that
will be formed by adding ‘a’ and ‘e' to
one of the following (in the same
order):
1. R_v_n
2. Pr_ph_t
3. Pl_dg_
4. Op_r_

I was frightned to get on the roller
coaster, but overcame by fear and rode
with my sister.
a. A track at a fairground that goes up
and down very steep slopes
b. To succeed in dealing with
c. Feeling fear
d. The bad feeling that you have when
you are in danger
Section name for questions 44-48: Word
Fusion
44. Choose the right combination to make
a meaningful word.
1. men
2. ear
3. back
4. ring
5. while
6. sit

a. Shiny and black
b. A person who claims to know what
will happen in the future
c. To formally promise to give or do
something
d. A dramatic work in which all or
most of the words are sung to
music

a. 3 and 6
c. 1 and 5

42. Correct the incorrectly spelt word in the
given sentence and choose the option
with its meaning:
Tired of the dictatorship that ruled over
them, the people took up arms and
began a revoluition to replace the
government with a democracy.

45. Choose the right combination to make
a meaningful word.
1. baby
2. back
3. air
4. sitter
5. staige
6. porte

a. Government by a dictator
b. A system of government in which
the people of a country can vote to
elect their representatives
c. The group of people who are
responsible for controlling a country
or a state
d. An attempt, by a large number of
people, to change the government
of a country

a. 1 and 4
c. 3 and 6

b. 2 and 5
d. 2 and 4

46. Choose the correct prefix and suffix to
make a meaningful word:
__ part ___
1. Non
2. Dis
3. De
4. Pre
5. ance
6. ure
7. ing

43. Correct the incorrectly spelt word in the
given sentence and choose the option
with its meaning:
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b. 2 and 4
d. 3 and 4
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8. ence
a. 1 and 7
c. 3 and 6

a. Only 1
c. Both
b. 2 and 8
d. 4 and 5

50. Identify the sentence/s with the correct
use of the word in bold:
1. The bare footed poor man came
collecting at our door so that he
could purchase a pair of shoes.
2. I couldn’t bare watching my friend
get bullied and had to step up to
help him.

47. Choose the correct prefix and suffix to
make a meaningful word:
__ rich _____
1. Non
2. En
3. Un
4. Pre
5. ance
6. ive
7. ing
8. ence
a. 3 and 6
c. 1 and 5

a. Only 2
c. Both

a. brake/break
c. brake' in both

52. Match the words with their meanings:

b. 2 and 6
d. 1 and 4
2.

Section name for questions 49-51: Word
Twins
3.
49. Identify the sentence/s with the correct
use of the word in bold:
1. The painting is the complement that
will bring everything together in my
redesigned living room.
2. I just wanted to compliment you for
the wonderful speech you gave
tonight.
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b. break' in both
d. break/brake

Section name for questions 52-55: Word
Puzzle

1.
a. 1 and 7
c. 3 and 6

b. Only 1
d. Neither

51. Choose the correct option for the
blanks:
1. Before parking his car on the hill,
the driver set his hand _______ so
that the vehicle wouldn’t go rolling
down.
2. People should not be allowed to
______ the rules.

b. 4 and 8
d. 2 and 7

48. Choose the right combination to form a
word to fill in the blank:
__________ means a process in which
somebody/something changes
completely into something different.
1. Meta
2. Mega
3. Metti
4. morphosis
5. lergy
6. culous
7. bollism

b. Only 2
d. Neither

Gigantic

Occurring in
small numbers
or quantities
Scarce
B. Acting or done
in the same
way over time
Consistent C. Of very great
size or extent

a. 1-C, 2-A, 3-B
c. 1-A, 2-B, 3-C

A.

b. 1-B, 2-A, 3-C
d. 1-B, 2-A, 3-C

53. Match the words with their meanings:
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1.

2.

3.

Generous

A.

Wanting to do
something
soon
B. A kind or
forgiving
attitude
towards
somebody
C. Giving or willing
to give freely

Mercy

Impatient

a. 1-A, 2-B, 3-C
c. 1-A, 2-C, 3-B

a. 1-B, 2-C, 3-A
c. 1-A, 2-B, 3-C

b. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A
d. 1-C, 2-A, 3-B

55. Match the words with their synonyms:
1.
2.
3.

Starving A. Dull
Pale
B. Hungry
Vanish
C. Evaporate

a. 1-C, 2-A, 3-B
c. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A

b. 1-B, 2-A, 3-C
d. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A

b. 1-B, 2-A, 3-C
d. 1-A, 2-B, 3-C

54. Match the words with their synonyms:
1.
2.
3.

Industrious A. Extravagant
Cautious
B. Lethargic
Thrifty
C. Reckless

Answer Key
1. d
11. a
21. c
31. b
41. a
51. a

2. a
12. c
22. a
32. c
42. d
52. a

3. c
13. b
23. d
33. a
43. c
53. d

4. b
14. a
24. b
34. c
44. b
54. a
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5. c
15. c
25. b
35. d
45. a
55. b

6. d
16. d
26. c
36. b
46. c
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7. b
17. a
27. a
37. a
47. d

8. d
18. c
28. d
38. d
48. d

9. c
19. d
29. c
39. c
49. c

10. b
20. a
30. d
40. b
50. b
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